
 

How to Be Unfaithful Without 

Getting Caught 

SUBJECT: Infidelity  

STYLe: Non-fiction book in Guide format.  

OBJECTIVE: To help people who are unfaithful 
to do better and not get caught. 

ANAGRAMA: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMARY: The book is divided into three parts. In the first one I address 
issues such as the number of people who are unfaithful, providing some data 
and statistics. I talk about the definition of the word unfaithful. I also describe 
the many reasons for infidelity. Last but not least, I talk about guilt and how 
to avoid this feeling that falls on our conscience.  

In the second part I go into the subject and describe, in detail, how to start 
being unfaithful. I also analyze the different digital alternatives, especially 
the main infidelity websites: Ashley Madison, Gleeden and Victoria Milan. 
Next, I present the SHICRET method and its 7 steps. I unveil each one with 
extreme precision, explaining how you should be unfaithful so that you don't 
get caught, that is to say, successfully.  

In the third and last part I will talk to you mainly about the repetition of 
committing infidelity. And about the option of having a trustworthy person to 
be the accomplice of your affair. 

WHERE TO BUY: On Amazon (link) in Digital - Kindle (eBook format) and in 
paperback. Soon in Audiobook. 

https://www.amazon.com/How-Unfaithful-Without-Getting-Caught-ebook/dp/B0CRLGHXX1/


COVER PAGE:  



AUTHOR: Albert XL Arnaiz, 1981. I’m a man in my forties from Barcelona who 
has been unfaithful to various people for many years. The truth is, it's worked 
out very well for me! I have experienced unique, unrepeatable, and incredible 
sensations and experiences. Moreover, being unfaithful has positively 
changed my life, transforming me into a better version of myself. Thanks to 
having an affair, I even decided to change partners and had a wonderful 
daughter. 

I have no regrets and nothing to hide, and, of course, I would do it over again 
if I could go back in time. I hope you don't judge me for what I did and much 
less for writing this book. I am not in favor of cheating, but neither against it.  

 



 

SHICRET CHANNELS:  
 

- WEBSITE: SHICRET.net/en/ The brand's website is the gateway to all 
the channels and services offered by the brand. For now, there is the 
"Infidelity Consulting" service that offers audio or written consulting 
services. In addition, you get the first chapter in audiobook narrated 
by Albert XL if you subscribe to their Infidel newsletter. There is 
awesome training in the "Infidel Academy".  
 
 

- PODCAST: Tu profesor Infiel (Spanish)/(Your Unfaithful Teacher). In 
this podcast I talk about infidelity in general terms, explaining tips, 
recommendations, tricks, examples, current events and technology 
among other topics. Also, in podcast format, I tell a series of real 
infidelity stories. The audience is invited to send me their stories so I 
can narrate them. Available on the main platforms: 
 

o iTunes, Spotify, Amazon Music, iVoox, Google Podcasts, etc. 
 
 

- INSTAGRAM: @shicret.vida On Instagram I offer a repertoire of posts 
related to infidelity, the podcast Your Unfaithful Professor and brand 
news. 
 

- YOUTUBE: @shicret On YouTube I will post the videos of the brand 
when it appears in the media and the podcasts of “Tu Profesor Infiel 
(Your Unfaithful Teacher).  
 
 

https://shicret.net/en/
https://open.spotify.com/show/6kpCMvdTw6BnVgw7U2L2mq?si=Ge98VwA4T-ewYIxLcr7wBQ
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/tu-profesor-infiel/id1667682613
https://open.spotify.com/show/6kpCMvdTw6BnVgw7U2L2mq?si=Ge98VwA4T-ewYIxLcr7wBQ
https://music.amazon.es/podcasts/f61a343e-5d7a-4129-8c5e-23240023a96f/tu-profesor-infiel
https://go.ivoox.com/rf/102075749
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/%3As83aTTGWeyl08LfqGSN2sw
https://instagram.com/shicret.vida
https://www.youtube.com/@shicret/


- FACEBOOK: @shicretvida The Facebook page aims to be a replica of 
Instagram for the audience that is on that network. 
 

- X / TWITTER: @ShicretVida The X / Twitter profile aims to be a brand 
news channel focusing on what users are saying about infidelity and 
SHICRET. 

FAQs:  

- Why am I writing this book?  
 
1. Because I believe that a parallel relationship can help your life and 

turn you into an improved version of yourself. How? Well, in many 
ways later discussed. In my case, it was very helpful. I have been 
unfaithful for several years, and it helped me step out of a past 
relationship, find a new partner, and start a family that I couldn't 
be prouder of. And the fact of having an affair has also changed 
the lives of other people I know well. Thanks to that step, they are 
now satisfied with themselves and what they did and achieved.   
 

2. Because thanks to being unfaithful for so long, I have gained 
broad experience and think it's worth sharing what I have learned.  
 

3. Because within my social circle, I have firsthand knowledge of 
numerous cases of infidelity.  
 

4. Because I truly wish to. 
 

- Where did the idea/inspiration come from?  

The idea came out over drinks with friends, among other ideas for 
possible books. I took it seriously and started writing starting with the 
table of contents of the book. 

- What does SHICRET mean?  

It's a word I invented by playfully mixing "shitless" and "secret." It 
means a "shitless secret". A SUPER SECRET, come on. I want to use 
SHICRET to define a method, THE 7-Step SHICRET METHOD which will 
help you be unfaithful without getting caught. 

https://www.facebook.com/shicretvida
https://twitter.com/ShicretVida

